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Reviewer's report:

Major compulsory revision
1. This paper is interesting but has poor English and would benefit from an English speaking editor.
2. The major weakness of the paper is not collecting data on types of any sex. Ie receptive or insertive or both
3 line 433. I do not think syphilis is a marker of unsafe sex ie unprotected anal sex as syphilis can be transmitted by unprotected oral sex
4. The figure should be removed and tables limited to 2
5. a few things to address
line 60-62-shorten sentences & improve English
line 77-at risk is a clearer term
85 MSM and their female partners
line 115 MSM is the plural no singular
line 139 improve English
line 142 delete lots and add citation
line 144-147 redraft too long
151-154 redraft too long
166 delete "at research time"
298 at risk of HIV
384 MSM is the plural no singular
394-396 improve English
498 Firstly should be a new sentence.

Level of interest: An article of importance in its field

Quality of written English: Needs some language corrections before being published

Statistical review: Yes, but I do not feel adequately qualified to assess the
statistics.
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